The generation of mechanical metamaterials with tailored effective properties through carefully engineered microstructures requires avenues to predict optimal microstructural architectures. Phase separation in heterogeneous systems naturally produces complex microstructural patterns whose effective response depends on the underlying process of spinodal decomposition. During this process, anisotropy may arise due to advection, diffusive chemical gradients or crystallographic interface energy, leading to anisotropic patterns with strongly directional effective properties. We explore the link between anisotropic surface energies during spinodal decomposition, the resulting microstructures and, ultimately, the anisotropic elastic moduli of the resulting medium. We simulate the formation of anisotropic patterns within representative volume elements, using recently developed stabilized spectral techniques that circumvent further regularization, and present a powerful alternative to current numerical techniques. The interface morphology of representative phase-separated microstructures is shown to strongly depend on surface anisotropy. The effective elastic moduli of the thus-obtained porous media are identified by periodic homogenization, and directionality is demonstrated through elastic surfaces. Our approach not only improves upon numerical tools to simulate phase separation; it also offers an avenue to generate tailored microstructures with tunable resulting elastic anisotropy. which has been used to generate optimal microstructures, the present approach aims at tailoring the entire three-dimensional elastic surface by suitably selecting the anisotropic surface energy as opposed to optimizing for particular load cases.
Spinodal decomposition is modelled computationally using the Cahn-Hilliard-type phasefield equations [25] [26] [27] [28] . Incorporating anisotropic surface energy within a Cahn-Hilliard framework is challenging [11] due to the ill-posed nature of the equations at large anisotropies, which stems from non-convex surface energy and negative diffusive processes [11, 12] . In this work, a classic phase field model, previously used to predict faceting in individual domains [11, 12] , is employed. The solution is found on an RVE with random initial conditions by using a robust spectral formulation. Recently introduced spectral regularization techniques [29] are used to avoid oscillatory artefacts at phase interfaces and to prevent short-wavelength instabilities, which avoids the need for further regularization of the non-convex problem. The resulting numerical scheme describes the evolution of the two continuous phases (namely material and void) under periodic boundary conditions. Although we do not focus on a specific material system, the presented numerical set-up is sufficiently general to be applied to any phase field model of spinodal decomposition of the present type (see also the provided code in the electronic supplementary material). After phase separation (i.e. after microstructural patterns have formed and approximately reached an equilibrium state), we compute the homogenized elastic stiffness tensor of representative RVEs by using finite elements under periodic boundary conditions so as to identify the effective elastic properties of a homogeneous comparison medium.
The remainder of this contribution is structured as follows. Section 2 details the constitutive phase field model and the kinetics solved subsequently by using the numerical spectral techniques presented in §2b. Section 3 describes the pattern formation during phase separation as well as the influence of the target relative density and strength of surface anisotropy on the resulting porous structures. We further analyse the kinetics of decomposition and the detailed morphology of simulated microstructures and its correlation with surface anisotropy. Parametric studies of relative density and strength of anisotropy demonstrate the effective mechanical property space of the resulting microstructures. Finally, §4 concludes our investigation.
Constitutive model and kinetics (a) Generalized anisotropic Cahn-Hilliard model for phase separation
We begin by considering an RVE Ω ⊂ R d in d-dimensional space, which is endowed with a scalar field ϕ(X, t) : Ω × R → R, where X ∈ Ω denotes position and t ≥ 0 time. ϕ(X, t) = 1 implies that point X at time t is filled with solid material, whereas ϕ(X, t) = 0 implies a void. The kinetic evolution of ϕ(X, t) across Ω is governed by the Cahn-Hilliard phase field model [11, 12] , which describes mean-conservative phase separation. Specifically, the phase field variable ϕ is locally driven to one of the two stable phases (solid or void) through the introduction of a Ginzburg-Landau double-well potential B(ϕ), defined as [11] 
The surfaces within the RVE (i.e. the interfaces between solid and void) are tracked by the inward normal
which is defined for all X ∈ Ω and t ≥ 0 unless |∇ϕ(X, t)| = 0. In order to account for anisotropic surface energy, we introduce a set of unit vectors, M = {m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m α }, which represent the normals to the desired interface facet planes with examples shown in figure 1. can be chosen independently to tune internal facet orientations. Based on the set M, the interface energy density per unit volume, γ (n), is assumed of the form [12] 
where H denotes the Heaviside step function. Coefficients a i ≥ 0 represent the degree of surface anisotropy, and a i = 0 results in isotropic surface energy. For simplicity we keep the exponents w i = 4 = const. and we choose the reference value γ 0 = 1 in the remainder of this work. Assuming diffuse interfaces, the total free energy functional, including bulk and surface energy, is written as
where > 0 characterizes an intrinsic length scale. Note that, following [11] , we scale both the Ginzburg-Landau energy and the gradient term by the anisotropic interface energy density γ (n) to ensure that the interface thickness is isotropic (while having no impact within homogeneous phases). Using the approach previously presented in [11, 12] , the local chemical potential μ(X, t) is approximated by
where we dropped the dependence of ϕ and n on (X, t), and ∇ n (·) represents the gradient with respect to the surface normal. We note that (2.5) is an approximation of the exact variational derivative, which exploits the limit [11, 12] lim
The evolution of the phase field ϕ(X, t) follows as [11, 12, 30] 
with an inverse mobility constant η > 0. This evolution law deviates from the classical CahnHilliard form, in which B(ϕ(X, t)) would be replaced by a constant. The present choice of the kinetic law leads to an increased relative mobility of the phase field parameter ϕ(X, t) at and near interface regions as opposed to in homogeneous bulk regions (where ϕ ≈ 0 or 1 
where X ± denote periodically matching points on opposite faces of ∂Ω, and ϕ(t) is the RVEaverage of ϕ at time t ≥ 0. For mass conservation in the RVE we choose ϕ(t) = ϕ = const.
(b) Numerical solution strategy
In order to perform periodic homogenization, we choose a stabilized Fourier spectral scheme with the advantages of quasi-linear performance scaling and the simple introduction of periodic boundary conditions [31, 32] . To this end, the RVE is discretized into a regular grid of n points, χ = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n }, whose reciprocal points in Fourier space, T = {K 1 , K 2 · · · K n }, lie on a Bravais lattice; we here choose an equal number of points in K-space for convenience when using fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). The application of a discrete (inverse) Fourier transform to the phase field yields
For added stability of the Fourier spectral scheme in the presence of strong gradients such as across phase boundaries, we introduce an h-convergent, mesh-dependent regularization which aims to avoid spurious Gibbs artefacts [33] [34] [35] [36] ; detailed derivations can be found in [29] , where the analogous scheme was applied to the simulation of ferroelectric ceramics. Following this approach, we replace an exact spatial gradient ∇ϕ by a finite-difference approximation before applying the Fourier transform. The results are bounded derivatives and greatly increased stability and reduced ringing artefacts at interfaces [29, 37] , resulting in convergence under grid refinement.
Here, we use a fourth-order finite-difference approximation on the RVE grid with spacing X j in the X j -direction, which results in the approximation [29] 
That is, we use the asymptotically consistent modified wave vectors
The time evolution of the phase field is simulated by applying the aforementioned modified inverse Fourier transform at every time step t to compute the components of the gradient as
for the calculation of the inward normal n(X i , t) and the interface energy γ (n(X i , t)) at every grid point X i ∈ χ in real space. Having individually computed each term in real space, the approximate local chemical potential (2.5) is evaluated in Fourier space (with summation over index i) aŝ
The gradient of the chemical potential is next evaluated in real space, i.e. Finally, the time evolution in real space is evaluated using an explicit, forward-Euler finitedifference scheme in time for all X j ∈ χ (again, with summation over index i):
The explicit updates are computationally fast but require the choice of a sufficiently small time step t for stability. Subsequent simulations are performed on a cubic RVE of side length L = 6.4 (in arbitrary units due to scale invariance) discretized by a regular grid consisting of 128 × 128 × 128 points. The interface width is set to = 0.03. To ensure smooth initial conditions, the system is seeded randomly by perturbing the average relative density ϕ using a set of p Gaussian functions in three-dimensional space such that
The mean positions μ l (X) are chosen randomly for each of the p = 2500 functions with a standard deviation of s = 0.2. The sign of the Gaussian perturbation is chosen at random. Specific choices of γ (n) and resulting microstructures are summarized in §3.
(c) Elastic surface calculation
During the iterative energy relaxation process, the system quickly converges towards the stable equilibrium phases. We abort the evolution process once approximately stable patterns have formed, i.e. once an approximately stable end distribution ϕ(X, t end ) has emerged. For each thusobtained architecture, the effective elastic properties of the RVE are obtained by computational homogenization; see [38, 39] . We interpret the field ϕ(X, t end ) as a distribution of solid and void inside the RVE, and we solve the governing equations of linear elastic equilibrium in linearized kinematics to extract the effective elastic moduli. The primary mechanical unknown is the displacement field u(X) : Ω → R d , which satisfies the periodic boundary conditions [38, 39] 
where ε is the average of the infinitesimal strain tensor ε = sym(∇u). The base material is assumed homogeneous, linear elastic with a fourth-order elasticity tensor C M , so that (using Einstein's summation convention) the infinitesimal stress tensor components σ ij are given by
In all subsequent case studies, we assume an isotropic base material for the solid phase with a Poisson's ratio of ν M = 0.33 (Young's modulus is irrelevant as all results will be normalized with respect to the base material's Young's modulus E M ). We use the commercial code COMSOL to solve the balance equations of linear momentum, div σ (X) = 0 inside Ω, with periodic boundary conditions (2.17) and in the absence of body forces or inertial effects. To this end, we discretize the cubic RVE into 100 × 100 × 100 hexahedral elements with quadratic interpolation. The distribution ϕ(X, t end ) is interpolated over the domain of the RVE and results in a location-dependent Young's modulus of the base material, assigning to each point X ∈ Ω a modulus E(X) = ϕ(X, t end )E M . To avoid numerical instability, we enforce a lower bound ϕ ≥ 10 −6 (this was verified to have a vanishing effect on the obtained homogenized moduli). The equations of linear elasticity are solved over the entire RVE. Once the equilibrium solution has been found, the average stress tensor σ is derived by volume averaging.
The effective fourth-order modulus tensor C eff is defined via the relation
and can be computed in one of two ways: either directly from the stiffness matrices of the RVE [39] or by applying a sequence of 
Analogously, we calculate the effective Poisson's ratio ν(d, n), which characterizes the inverse, negative ratio between the strain in the direction of applied stretch d and in the perpendicular direction n [40] ,
The above procedure can be applied both to the resulting final microstructures as well as to the evolving phase distribution inside the RVE. We thus obtain homogenized elastic properties of the periodic medium during and after the process of spinodal decomposition.
Results (a) Anisotropic spinodal decomposition
We simulate the spinodal decomposition of two-phase RVEs and solve the Cahn-Hilliard phase field model for a fixed volume fraction of the solid phase in a time-incremental fashion as outlined in §2. 
. , α).
Without any preferred orientations (i.e. γ (n) = γ 0 =const.) the resulting microstructure is isotropic, as shown in figure 2a. By contrast, assigning preferred directions along the coordinate axes {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } (i.e. m 1 = e 1 , m 2 = −e 1 , m 3 = e 2 , etc.) results in more ordered microstructures, in which surfaces align with the coordinate axes, as shown in figure 2b. Even more pronounced directional phase growth is observed when choosing fewer preferred orientations such as for the columnar structures in figure 2c with elongated ligaments in the e 3 -direction, which are obtained from m 1 = e 1 , m 2 = −e 1 , m 3 = e 2 , m 4 = −e 2 . Similarly, the lamellar microstructure in figure 2d grows in the e 1 -e 2 -plane as the result of m 1 = e 3 , m 2 = −e 3 . In all four cases, the chosen anisotropic surface energy leads to strong faceting along the preferred directions. It is interesting to note that, for the shown choice of ϕ = 0.5 and random initialization, all resulting geometries are probabilistically bi-continuous; i.e. both phases are fully interconnected, which ensures stress-bearing capacity.
The resulting microstructures with an anisotropic surface strength of a i = a = 0.3 (see equation (2. 3)) show sharp corners, as the result of unattainable surface orientations. Interestingly, although the energy surface is non-convex for a > 1/15 [11] , the evolution process is stable with a monotonously decreasing energy. Therefore, the chosen spectral scheme is able to describe the microstructure evolution without higher-order Wilmore regularization, as, for example, in [11, 12] . The reason for this is twofold. We initiate the phase field using a smooth perturbation of small magnitude around the mean. This ensures that new domains can form with sharp corners without having to remove certain present orientations, since the process is driven not only by the anisotropic energy contribution (which would be encountered during morphing of previously equilibrated phases [11] ) but also by the phase separation. Admittedly, the smoothness condition cannot be guaranteed throughout the simulation because of short-and long-wavelength instabilities which cause faceting. Here, our stabilized spectral scheme avoids ringing or surface wrinkling artefacts (short-wavelength oscillations) by a weighted smoothing of high frequencies in Fourier space [29] . We note that this method is not a complete replacement of the Wilmore-type regularization in [11, 12] , as the latter may still be important to avoid largewavelength faceting at corners. However, owing to the (relative) short-wavelength nature of domains formed in our simulations, our method is sufficient for stability. Appendix A illustrates the numerical stability of the presented scheme for the classic benchmark of Wulff shapes.
(b) Influence of porosity and degree of anisotropy Next, we investigate the influence of varying relative densities ϕ and degrees of anisotropy a i for the example of cubic symmetry as shown in figure 11b . For high relative densities of, for example, ϕ = 0.7, the resulting structure resembles a solid RVE with cubic holes (figure 3b). By contrast, decreasing the relative density below 0.3 leads to the formation of disconnected domains and thus to the loss of the bi-continuity of the equilibrated microstructure, as shown in figure 3a . Therefore, we will only consider relative densities of ϕ > 0.3 in the remainder of this work to ensure stable systems with strongly elliptic elastic moduli (implying non-zero Young's moduli in all directions). Additionally, the choice of the anisotropy strength a strongly influences the resulting periodic structures. For low anisotropy (e.g. a = 0.15) the impact on the microstructure is minimal, as shown in figure 3c , with structures that are close to the isotropic case. With increasing anisotropy interface corners inside the RVE become sharper (compare figure 3c for a = 0.15 with figure 3d for a = 0.4). These parameters hence admit tuning of the microstructural features.
(c) Kinetics of spinodal decomposition
The model parameters influence not only the resulting microstructures but also the kinetics of phase separation. While our model does not aim to describe the kinetics in a specific material system, it is essential to inspect the kinetic evolution for the identification of approximately equilibrated patterns as well as to understand the influence of model parameters on the simulation efficiency. The gradual relaxation of the energy functional (2.4) is quantified by the total mobility measure (cf. equation (2.7)) Results in figure 4 contrast the total energy and the total mobility of the RVE for different values of ϕ and different anisotropies a i . In the isotropic case, decreasing the relative density decelerates the decomposition process (figure 4a,c) as a consequence of the diffusion process that condenses the material towards the stable phases. The decrease in the reaction speed is nonlinear, resulting in a 55% speed increase when the relative density is increased from ϕ = 0.3-0.5. Figure 4e also captures the different stages of microstructure evolution during an example decomposition process. The small initial perturbations (of, for example, ϕ ± 0.05 in figure 4e) evolve into equilibrated domains. Besides the relative density, the choice of the degree of anisotropy a influences the kinetics of the process. Stronger anisotropy results in constraints on the decomposition and therefore slows down the process significantly, as seen in figure 4b. For instance, at ϕ = 0.5 a strong anisotropy of a = 0.4 increases the relaxation time by approximately 120% (compare the solid blue lines in figure 4a,b) . In general, the mobility during anisotropic decomposition is at least one order of magnitude higher than the mobility that is associated with isotropic surface energies (compare figure 4c and d) .
(d) Interface morphology
As a quantitative measure of the morphology of microstructures resulting from anisotropic spinodal decomposition, we derive the interfacial shape distribution (ISD) on contours of constant ϕ = 0.5 within the RVE. The ISD is used to investigate self-similarity of bi-continuous structures and is related to the genus or the topology of microstructures [14] [15] [16] . Representative interface contours are visualized in figure 5a-d. Each discrete segment of the interface with an area A i has an associated normal vector n which is related to the mean and Gaussian curvatures, H and K, respectively, defined as
where ∇n denotes the Hilbert-Schmid norm of the gradient tensor. To derive the ISD we calculate the principal curvatures κ 1 and κ 2 as functions of the mean and Gaussian curvatures, The probability of finding a patch with a set of principal curvatures κ 1 , κ 2 is described by
where A ISD (κ 1 , κ 2 ) = i A i (κ 1 , κ 2 ) is the total area of all area segments with principal curvatures κ 1 , κ 2 and A tot is the total area of all interfaces within the RVE. For bi-continuous structures, the principal curvatures are spread within the upper left quadrant (κ 1 < 0 and κ 2 > 0). As shown in figure 5a, in the isotropic case the principal curvatures are dispersed largely along the line of zero-mean curvature (κ 1 = −κ 2 ). In the case of anisotropy, the overall average curvatures are remarkably diminished and converge towards planar interfaces (κ 1 = κ 2 = 0) ( figure 5b-d) . In particular, for the anisotropic cases, there is a reduced probability of interfaces having a saddle-like morphology. This results in an increased likelihood of non-zero mean curvature, while the contrary is true for the Gaussian curvature. 
/2 with principal stresses σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 is illustrated in figure 6 , where cases (a-c) are loaded in the e 3 -direction and (d-f ) in the e 1 -direction.
Unlike typical truss-or plate-based architectures, the generated microstructures avoid acute corners and edges, as shown by the morphological analysis above, so that the emergence of strong stress concentrations is prevented. As expected, the isotropic microstructure shows no significant difference in stress magnitude for the two load cases. On the contrary, the columnar structure in figure 6b,e shows noticeably higher stresses when loaded in the e 3 -direction, since the columns align with the direction of loading. The opposite behaviour is observed for the lamellar structure, where material is elongated in the e 1 -e 2 -plane. The resulting behaviour is close to that of the classical Reuss and Voigt bounds [41, 42] with largest stresses occurring when the load is aligned with the lamellae's orientation (figure 6c,f ).
These observations are quantified by calculating the associated elastic surfaces, which illustrate Young's modulus in all directions in three dimensions (and reduce to a sphere in case of isotropy). For cubic, columnar and lamellar structures, figure 7 contrasts the obtained elastic surfaces and the directional surface energy density γ (n), showing a clear and logical correlation: largest stiffness generally appears in those directions perpendicular to the lowest surface energies (because structures are prone to emerge in those directions). Therefore, the lamellar structure of figure 7c,f shows pronounced transverse isotropy, whereas the columnar case in figure 7b ,e displays twofold symmetry in the e 1 -e 2 -plane and significantly higher stiffness out of plane. Finally, the cubic microstructure in figure 7a,d is closer to isotropy while showing the expected cubic symmetry of the elastic stiffness due to alignment of material with the three coordinate axes.
In addition, we compute the directional Poisson's ratio for the analysed structures in the e 1 -e 2 -plane and the e 1 -e 3 -plane; see figure 8 (owing to inherent symmetries we expect statistically similar properties in the e 2 -e 3 -plane). We chose the directions such that n is perpendicular to the stretch direction d and lies in the plane of interest. In the e 1 -e 2 -plane all given structures show a large degree of isotropy with Poisson's ratios slightly below the value of the base material (ν b = 0.3). By contrast, for the perpendicular planes, the columnar and lamellar structures show a highly direction-dependent Poisson's ratio, varying between 0.15 and 0.45. This strong variation has potential for generating auxetic materials with directional dilatational properties. By systematically calculating the elastic properties for varying relative densities ϕ and degrees of anisotropy a, we map the reachable elastic property space of microstructures created by anisotropic spinodal decomposition (figure 9). We note that the large size of the chosen RVE makes the computed elastic properties consistent across different geometric realizations (for 12 different microstructure realizations generated with the same parameters but different initial perturbations we calculated a standard deviation of less than 2.5% for all components of the effective stiffness tensor). Therefore, we only show the properties obtained from one realization for every choice of ϕ and a without loss of generality. To highlight the directional property space, we plot the average as well as the minimum and maximum directional values of the elastic Young's modulus across all possible directions as functions of the average relative density ϕ , resulting in figure 9 . For isotropic structures, the relative Young's modulus varies as shown in figure 9a ; the directional variation (indicated by the grey region highlighting minimum/maximum values of E(d)) is negligible and stems from randomness in the decomposition process and the finite size of the RVE. The cubic structure (figure 9b) reveals a similar scaling to the isotropic case and shows only a small spread, implying low levels of directionality. At large anisotropies, corresponding to higher a-values, the relative Young's modulus is increased, and a stronger difference between the maximum and minimum directional E/E S is visible (cf. cases a = 0.15 and a = 0.4 in figure 9b) . Interestingly, the cubic anisotropy tends to increase the average stiffness as well as the difference between minimum and maximum directional stiffness values.
The columnar and the lamellar microstructures show a more pronounced variation of their global stiffness properties with anisotropy and relative density ( figure 9c,d ). In particular, the ratio between the maximum and the minimum directional Young's modulus is large, approximately 1.45 for the columnar and 2.20 for the lamellar structure at the ϕ of widest variation. The maximum anisotropy is reached at intermediate densities around ϕ ≈ 0.5. Indeed, when approaching high relative densities the impact of microstructural details is expected to vanish (the analogous holds true for low relative densities). We also find a strong relative density dependence of the elastic moduli of the columnar and lamellar structures.
For completeness, we include in figure 9 the Voigt upper bound on the effective stiffness of general, anisotropic two-phase media [41, 42] (the Reuss lower bound vanishes identically due to the void phase), which naturally forms an upper attainability limit for the average Young's modulus. As can be expected, the maximum directional Young's modulus for both the columnar and lamellar structures approaches the Voigt bound for high anisotropy (a = 0.4), because the microstructure in the directions of the lamellae (e 1 -e 2 -plane) and in the e 3 -direction of the columns resembles the Voigt iso-strain construction.
(f) Microstructures with reduced symmetry and orthogonality
The outlined computational procedure is sufficiently general to function not only with orthogonal symmetries (characterized by a set of orthogonal vectors, M); non-orthogonal, asymmetric microstructures can be produced in an analogous fashion with less intuitive effective elastic properties. Two examples of such systems are shown in figure 10 . First, two proximate, nonorthogonal directions were chosen in figure 10a (effectively splitting the single direction from the case of lamellar microstructures into two nearby orientations). The resulting overall symmetry of the elastic surface is reduced, as shown in figure 10c . Moreover, the corresponding Poisson's ratios are no longer identical in the e 1 -e 3 -and e 2 -e 3 -planes but show a stronger anisotropy in the plane with the larger variation of Young's modulus (figure 10g). Second, we investigate a trigonal system with the six different m i directions shown in figure 10b,d. The resulting elastic surface displays stiff directions of trigonal symmetry, as opposed to the classical, orthogonal symmetries of the systems studied above (figure 7), highlighting the flexibility of the presented approach in tailoring the directional stiffness. While such elastic anisotropies are usually not found in natural materials or crystalline systems, they can readily be produced, for example, by additive manufacturing the shown periodic porous media.
Conclusion
We have presented a numerical technique, based on a finite-difference-enhanced spectral formulation to avoid ringing artefacts without further regularization, in order to simulate the process of anisotropic spinodal decomposition in the presence of anisotropic surface energies, and we have analysed the resulting microstructures and their effective elastic properties. By introducing energetically favourable orientations during phase separation, we have demonstrated how the resulting geometric distribution of solid and void in an RVE can be tuned. This includes simple bi-continuous microstructures such as lamellar, columnar and cubic as well as more complex microstructures with reduced symmetries (the numerical tools shown here are sufficiently general for their application to arbitrary anisotropies). Using periodic homogenization, we have computed the effective elastic properties of the resulting porous media, including their directional elastic surfaces and Poisson's ratios, thus demonstrating the link between surface anisotropy, resulting microstructure and effective mechanical properties. In addition, we have shown how these methods can be used to generate porous (meta)materials with tunable mechanical properties, opening a new perspective for architected materials with controllable effective performance. We note that further analysis is needed to fully and quantitatively understand the inverse problem of choosing appropriate surface anisotropy for target elastic moduli. 
